
 

Under the weather: Scientists should spend
more time in the rain, say researchers
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Photographs of example storm-related phenomena and indicators in forests
observable to the human eye but difficult for remote technological systems to
record. Plumes of (a) condensed vapor above a canopy and (b) wind-blown snow
being redistributed. (c) Chemically enriched meltwaters can be seen draining
down this trunk beneath the ice layer. (d) Drip point where rainfall is
concentrated by the up-gradient canopy area. (e) Throughfall droplets gleaming
amber, indicating light-absorbing dissolved organic matter. (f) Oil-like sheen
produced by iron-oxidizing bacteria. (g) Streamers of elemental sulfur-
containing bacteria (Thiothrix sp.) in a small sulfide-rich spring. (h) Green
chloroplasts of photosynthesizing cyanobacteria and algae. Leaf surface wetting
patterns may range from (i) minimal coverage by small droplets to (j) full
coverage by a thin film. Pandanus forsteri’s (k) trough-like leaves and (l)
branches that direct rainfall to (m) aerial root tips. (n) Koala drinks stemflow.
Photographs: (a) AMJC-G; (b) EDG; (c) image from video at
https://imgur.com/hgemi5E; (d) JTVS; (e) JTVS; (f) KEM; (g) J. Cosmidis; (h)
CER; (i) JTVS; (j) ZCB; (k–m) MB; (n) VSAM, Koala Clancy Foundation.
Credit: BioScience (2023). DOI: 10.1093/biosci/biad044

Scientists need to get out of the lab and into the rain, say an
interdisciplinary group of researchers led by John T. Van Stan of
Cleveland State University. Writing in the journal BioScience, the authors
make the case that human observation of storm events (be it rain, snow,
or occult deposition) is key to understanding wet weather and its myriad
effects on the natural world.

Recently, Van Stan and colleagues noted a trend in the scientific
community towards relying on remote sensing to study storms and their
consequences: "Natural scientists seem increasingly content to stay dry
and rely on remote sensors and samplers, models, and virtual
experiments to understand natural systems. Consequently, we can miss
important stormy phenomena, imaginative inspirations, and
opportunities to build intuition—all of which are critical to scientific
progress."
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This type of "umbrella science," they warn, can miss important localized
events. For instance, in describing rainwater's flow from the forest
canopy to the soils, the authors note that "if several branches efficiently
capture and drain storm waters to the stem, rainwater inputs to near-stem
soils can be more than 100 times greater."

The authors also point out that important phenomena like low-lying fog
events, vapor trapped beneath forest canopies, and condensate plumes
may escape remote detection, yet be sensible to scientists on the ground.
At the broader scale, these oversights can affect Earth systems models,
which often underestimate canopy water storage. They argue that these
errors may represent a "large potential bias in surface temperatures
simulated by Earth systems models."

Direct observation, however, has merits beyond remedying the
shortcomings of "umbrella science." Van Stan and colleagues see 
intrinsic value in firsthand storm experiences—not only for natural
scientists, but also students studying climate change impacts on
ecosystems. They claim that this immersive method enhances
understanding, incites curiosity, and strengthens bonds with nature,
thereby enriching environmental education, inspiring research, and
preparing the future scientific community.

  More information: John T Van Stan et al, Shower thoughts: why
scientists should spend more time in the rain, BioScience (2023). DOI:
10.1093/biosci/biad044
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